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-CALENDAR-

Oct 25
Wednesday........PROGRAM MEETING at Pat Cautleys house, 4805 Regent street, see YOU there! 7.25 pm

Oct 27-9
weekend........Retreat at UPHAM WOODS - LKY will meet with interest people, music will all the time play, dance and sing, people will commune with people, nature and canoes, masks will be made (bring rags and paper bags), leaves will fall, food will be 'et, campfires (?), carousing at the local tavern, etc!

Oct 29
Sunday..........the PROGRAM will not be held at Colby street, there will be no program not at all in Madison, as planned. Try to make it to Upham woods!

Nov 5
Sunday.........THE RISKS AND JOYS OF THE SMALL BUSINESS OWNER: PRAIRIE OWNERS TELL ALL. 9.45 am Title of the program - Mike Briggs, coordinator and mediator. If you own a small business, and are keeping it under your hat, give Mike a call, at 266-1162, and leave a message. Come, and TELL ALL!

Nov 4-5
Sat & Sun.........DANEPEX '78 STAMP SHOW AND BOURSE at the Sheraton Inn - Madison. You are all welcome to come and view the exhibits, buy stamps, and stare in utter facination at the stamp dealers! (Of which your beloved Editor is one...) There will be a newsletter - but I won't be a Prairie to pick up articles, arrangements will be made for someone else to gather them in. I will be at the show all weekend...see ya!

Nov 5
Sunday.........NEWSLETTER DEADLINE - see announcement above: NOON

Nov 14
Tuesday.........SHARING MUSICAL TALENTS - prepare and perform a piece of music. Home of Laura Smail (233-2633), 5059 Marathon Drive, Madison.

Nov 4
Saturday.........PLAYREADERS will meet at Genia Gordon's (249-3034), 2209 East Washington 7.30 pm Avenue. We will be reading LUV by ?.

---

- RE Corner -

*The RE Committee welcomes Bob Park as our new member. He's already been working hard building new storage shelves. We appreciate his willingness to pitch right in!
*Interim - Have YOU got an interest you'd like to share with us all? Your chance is coming! We will be needing facilitators for all ages downstairs. Call me, 251-6221, with any ideas!

DO YOUR PUBLIC DUTY
VOTE
AN INFORMED VOTER
Holds Power! Nov 3

GIVE BLOOD - TIME - MONEY THE AMERICAN RED CROSS NEEDS YOU!

Over for a continuation----->
RE Corner, continues:

UNICEF boxes have been handed out to interested children. They should return the (Hopefully) full boxes to Holly on the SUNDAY AFTER HALLOWEEN so she can deposit them by November 5 - deadline. If you have any questions about UNICEF trick-or-treating, call me, Holly, at 251-6221.

THE PRESIDENTS CORNER-

At the parrish meeting on Sunday, October 15th, the fellowship passed a motion to rescind the ban on advertising in the Press Connection and the Madison Newspapers. In a subsequent motion, the fellowship instructed the Board to advertise in the Press Connection. We were all gratified by the spirit of cooperation and consensus that finally prevailed.

Also adopted was a somewhat trimmed budget, which matched our pledges. We encourage those of you who have not done so to pledge what you can.

At the recent Board meeting, on October 18th, the Board authorized Clark Wright-Edwards to purchase chairs. We should have them soon.

The Central Midwest District (CMD) annual meeting will be in Milwaukee this year. The title is "Our Religious Hunger - Where are UU's in the Current Religious Revival." Dates are Nov. 10-11-12, the cost is nominal. Call Theron at 255-9974 for more information and have the flyer sent to you.

Lake Geneva Singles Week "A summer vacation and much more - a week of companionship, sharing, recreation and growth..." Midwest UU singles have for nine years held summer weeks which have been very special times in the lives of many who attended. The Lake Geneva Singles Week, June 24-30, 1979, is already accepting reservations (deposits refundable up to June 14). Pick up a flyer at the church or phone Mary Lou Diehl, 233-4357.

Is anyone interested in being Editor of the prairie fire? Call Carolyn at 233-4374, 9am-9pm or see her at the meetings. Details available from her.

Just a note from the Editor - Please look at the new style of title at the top of the other page - what do you think of it? I think it looks better than the old one... Also, I wanted to have another picture or print in this week, but I've run out of room... do you have a nice one for next week? See you all at Upham Woods, my friends!

-Carolyn.